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Visualizing and Manipulating
Complex Calendar Scheduling Information
Andrew Faulring* and Brad A. Myers†
Human-Computer Interaction Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
ABSTRACT

involve constraints from multiple people and the relative priority of each person’s constraints. The problem-solving task
involves an iterative process of: (1) collecting all constraints,
(2) evaluating each possible option against the constraints, and
(3) adjusting the constraints if either no solution or too many
solutions satisfy the constraints. The process continues until
the person in charge accepts a solution or decides that no solution exists.
We are investigating constraint specification and visualization in the context of calendar scheduling, a common example
of a constraint-based problem-solving task. A person trying to
organize a meeting (“the meeting organizer”) may employ a
variety of electronic tools to help with this task including individual calendar applications, groupware (shared) calendaring
systems, email, spreadsheets, and web accessible databases of
conference room availability.
Existing shared and non-shared calendar applications do not
represent complex availability preferences for busy professionals such as managers and university faculty, making it
difficult for meeting organizers to solve calendar scheduling
tasks. While shared tools support collecting each invitee’s free
and busy times, they do not allow invitees to specify implicit,
individual preferences such as how early in the day they are
willing to meet, when they prefer to eat lunch, and so forth.
Palen’s ethnographic study of scheduling at a large company
with a shared calendaring system observed that a user’s calendar may not include all of their actual time commitments, such
as meeting preparation and commute time [16]. Palen notes
that a meeting organizer browsing the shared calendars of
invitees in search of common available times must “assess the
quality of what appears to be free time in someone’s calendar,” an assessment that relies on constraints and preferences
not explicitly represented in the shared calendar system.
Hence Palen comments that scheduling is more of a “satisficing” rather than “optimizing” task.
Despite their benefits, shared tools are not always available
since they usually require a centrally managed server, for example a Microsoft Exchange Server. Some organizations
choose not to operate such servers, and those that do generally
limit access to their members, rendering the tools useless when
scheduling meeting with people outside of the organization.
Falling back to non-shared calendar tools forces the meeting
organizer to collect availability constraints, generally via
email, from each invitee. An invitee receiving such a request
must look at their calendar to find times when they are available and then manually convert the calendar’s graphical representation into prose that describes either explicit (“Monday:
10–12”) or vague (“Wednesday afternoon”) constraints and
preferences. Upon receiving responses back from the invitees,

Calendar scheduling is a difficult task for people who have
overbooked calendars and many constraints. We are collaborating with artificial intelligence researchers, who are developing an intelligent calendar scheduling agent that gathers availability constraints, searches for times that satisfy the constraints, and negotiates with invitees when no satisfactory time
is found for the constraints. The agent will never be able to act
with complete autonomy because, just like a good human assistant, it will need to consult its supervisor when a task is
under-specified, has ambiguous instructions, deviates from the
normal, or when the task has changed. Furthermore, users
need an interface to tell the agent all of their constraints, to see
the agent’s proposed solutions, and to respond to the agent’s
questions. Currently, calendar applications do not allow users
to specify scheduling constraints such as how preferable a free
time is for scheduling a new meeting or to what extent an existing meeting can be rescheduled. These requirements inspired the “availability bar,” an interaction and visualization
technique for complex, multi-dimensional calendar scheduling
constraints. Availability bars were specifically designed to be
embedded in calendar applications. Additionally, availability
bars will help people who schedule their calendar by hand.
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5.2 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces---Interaction
styles, Natural language, Graphical user interfaces (GUI);
H.4.1 [Information Systems Applications]: Office Automation---Time management; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques---Interaction techniques.
Additional Keywords: Constraints, visualization techniques,
rich human-agent interaction, interface agents, intelligent user
interfaces, calendars, calendar scheduling.
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INTRODUCTION

People perform many problem-solving tasks, such as scheduling meetings, arranging travel, and making purchasing decisions, that require searching for solutions that satisfy complex
constraints. The constraints in these problems describe personal preferences for each property of the solution and the
relative priority of each constraint. Many of these tasks also
*
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the meeting organizer converts the natural language into a
representation better suited for finding a meeting time and
place. Both conversion processes are tedious and error prone.
Neither type of calendar system supports other important
subtasks. First, when no common free time exists, the meeting
organizer might try to negotiate with the invitees to determine
if any of them can adjust their availability, perhaps by rescheduling a meeting. Calendaring tools provide no help for
deciding with whom to negotiate nor do they support the actual negotiation process. Second, given a set of possible meeting times, the meeting organizer has no simple method to
evaluate how well each option satisfies the complex constraints. Options that appear equally good when just considering availability constraints may differ drastically when each
invitee’s preference for each time is considered. Third, the
meeting organizer may need to adjust the relative importance
of each constraint. For example, some invitees’ availability
constraints may carry a stronger weight because their attendance is more important or they are less likely to reschedule
their calendar to accommodate a new meeting. The meeting
organizer may want to organize the constraints into a hierarchy in which all the constraints in one level must be satisfied
before constraints in the next level are considered. For example, faculty availability constraints might be placed in a higher
level above their students’ constraints. 1 Finally, just keeping
track of all the constraints and the status of different negotiations can be quite a challenge for the meeting organizer, especially when multiple meetings are being scheduled concurrently.
2

need to interact with the user, and so visualization and interaction techniques are needed to allow the user to successfully
interact with an intelligent calendaring system. This should
come as no surprise as people spend much time interacting
with other people to resolve conflicts and negotiate options.
In addition, the techniques that we will describe in this paper would also be helpful for people doing calendar scheduling tasks by hand. Our approach is to put the user’s interaction
with the agent within the context of the user’s existing direct
manipulation applications such as the Microsoft Outlook calendar tool or the Palm Desktop. This approach contrasts with
prior work where the user and agent engaged in a chat-like
conversation in a separate window [17].
3

DESIGN SCENARIOS

We present novel designs of visualization and interaction techniques to help manage the complexities of calendar scheduling. We present a series of scenarios showing how our designs
could be used. In the first scenario, a user has received a request to attend a meeting. We present the “availability bar”
visualization and interaction technique, which allows this user
to easily respond by specifying availability preferences for
regions of time in their calendar. In the second scenario, a user
wants to schedule a large multi-person meeting. We extended
the availability bar technique to show each invitee’s availability in the context of a calendar. For any meeting time under
consideration, the design visualizes how well the time satisfies
the constraints and highlights any constraints that are violated.
In the third scenario, a user receives a request for a meeting
that might require rescheduling existing meetings. Our design
shows how an agent might present multiple alternate schedules. Finally, we describe visualizations of unknown values for
a meeting’s start, end, and duration properties that allow a user
to put a meeting in their calendar without implicitly committing it to a particular time or duration.

CALENDAR SCHEDULING AGENTS

We are investigating user interfaces as part of Radar (Reflective Agent with Distributed Adaptive Reasoning), a large-scale
interdisciplinary project that is building a suite of intelligent
agents to help office workers more quickly complete routine
tasks. Other researchers are building agents such as CMRadar
for calendar management [13, 15], a Webmaster [19], and a
Space Planner.
CMRadar uses multi-agent negotiation strategies and schedule optimization algorithms based upon user preferences to
help the user by: (1) negotiating meeting times on the user’s
behalf, (2) finding possible schedules given external meeting
requests, and (3) asking the user which schedules they prefer.
Other areas where a calendar scheduling agent might help
include collecting information and constraints from the web or
other people, asking the user to supply unknown data that the
agent believes would be most useful, or telling the user the
constraints that are blocking any possible solutions.
Consider the range of actions that an agent might take. At
one extreme, the agent might recognize an opportunity to help,
but take no action. At the other extreme, the agent might take
action, perhaps just reporting the results after the fact. Horvitz
developed a computational framework that could aid an agent
in making the decision to “do nothing,” “ask the user,” or
“take action” [8]. Isbell and Pierce extended Horvitz’s work
by defining a continuum of agent proactivity between these
two extremes [9]. In the vast majority of cases, the agent will
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THE AVAILABILITY BAR

We describe the “availability bar” visualization and interaction
technique, which helps a meeting invitee respond to a meeting
request. The technique helps an invitee to specify their availability constraints. We developed the availability bar visualization to address many of the problems with calendar applications described above.
An availability bar visualizes a user’s availability for new
meetings over the course of a day. Many factors can affect a
user’s availability, including the user’s preferences and the
reschedulability of existing meetings. The availability bar
breaks the day down into regions of time, each of which is
assigned a preference level drawn from continuum of values
ranging between “required” and “unacceptable” (see Figure 1).
The “required” level indicates that only the specified time is
allowed, which is only meaningful in response to a specific
request for a meeting. The “unacceptable” level indicates that
the specified time is not allowed.
4.1

Preference Levels

Graphically, the continuum is represented by a gradient of a
single hue as seen in Figure 1.1. The “required” extreme is
assigned a very saturated value of the hue, which should draw
attention to it. The “unacceptable” extreme is assigned white

1

Or, the hierarchical ordering might be reversed when dealing
with students, who cannot reschedule their classes.
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(completely unsaturated). For the intermediate values, saturation decreases proportionally with decreasing preferability
levels. The labels may be adapted to particular situations. For
example, a constraint defining how reschedulable a meeting is
could use labels such as: must be rescheduled, more reschedulable, reschedulable, neutral, least reschedulable, and not
reschedulable.
Figure 1.2 shows an earlier design for the preference level
visualization, which used a multi-hue gradient: green (“required”) to gray (“neutral”) to red (“unacceptable”). When a
user is looking for good times to schedule a meeting, red
draws attention to the unacceptable times, which is not helpful, and it becomes more difficult to scan for areas of darker
green (the best times). Also, in black-and-white, or for someone who is color-blind, both ends of the continuum look the
same.
4.2
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Figure 1. (1): A gradient of a single hue encodes the preference
level continuum. (2): An earlier design with a multi-hue gradient.
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Embedding Availability Bars
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Figure 2.1 shows a user’s calendar with an availability bar on
the right of the day (a), which encodes the user’s availability
at different times of the day. The less saturated (“less preferable”) regions before 9:30 (b) and after 5:00 (k) represent the
user’s preference to not have meetings early in the morning or
late in the afternoon. The four unscheduled regions between
9:30 and 3:30 (c, e, g, and i) represent “more preferable” times
for scheduling a meeting. The meeting with Nicholas is important and cannot be easily rescheduled so the availability bar
has the “unavailable” preference level (d). The meeting with
Ashley can be rescheduled if necessary, so the availability bar
has the “less preferable” preference level (h). Lunch time is
assigned the “neutral” preference level indicating that the user
could meet during that time if necessary (f). The preference
level can vary over a region of time. For example, the preference level for the region from 3:30 to 5:00 decreases continuously from “more preferable” to “less preferable,” indicating a
decreasing preference for meetings during that time (j).
The user can manually create, resize, and delete regions of
the availability bar, and change the preference level for each
region. We envision several mechanisms for setting the availability bar that would relieve the user of the need to do so for
each day. The user may specify default availability preferences on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis that are automatically applied to each day. An intelligent agent could also learn
the user’s general time of day preferences, which it might set
as the daily default [15]. The calendaring system could also
use rules to update the availability bar as meetings were
added, removed, or deleted. For example, a rule might set the
availability during meeting with one’s boss to “unavailable.”
An intelligent agent might create rules based upon learned
knowledge of the extent to which an existing meeting can be
rescheduled [14].
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Figure 2. (1): The availability bar (a) shows a user’s availability over
the course of a day (b–k). (2): In a single gesture (m→n→o) the
user can designate a region and apply a possibly time-varying
availability preference level to it. (3): The original availability preference region (p) and two system-generated alternatives (q and r).

The technique works as follows: the user drags out a region
of time in their calendar where the horizontal position of the
mouse encodes the preference level at that time. A user enters
the “painting availability” mode by selecting a paint availability tool from a toolbar or by issuing a command from a menu.
A horizontal availability preference level bar (l) appears at the
current vertical mouse position (m) with dots corresponding to
each preference level, decreasing from left to right. The user
initiates painting a region by clicking on the availability preference level bar with the mouse, which selects the preference
level at the start of the region (m). Dragging the mouse allows
the user to specify their preference level over time; the dashed
line shows the path of the mouse. While dragging the mouse,
the user can change preference levels by moving horizontally
and clicking the mouse (n). The preference level is linearly
interpolated between mouse clicks. To stop painting the re-

Painting Availability

In a variety of situations, a user will need to specify availability preferences: when responding to an email or to an agent, in
a shared calendar system, as a global preference, when modifying an availability bar, or in general whenever availability
information is needed. We developed the “painting availability” technique as demonstrated in Figure 2.2–3 to make it easy
for a user to express availability preferences.
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Figure 3. The display shows availability constraints of all invitees and the availability of conference rooms for a lab meeting. Three possible
meeting times are shown (e, f, and g). At the bottom of each meeting, a histogram (i) shows the number of invitees per availability preference
level. The red bar (h) draws attention to meeting options for which at least one invitee is unavailable.

gion, the user double clicks the mouse (o). The mouse stays in
“availability paint” mode allowing the user to immediately
paint another region. The user can edit these regions: changing
their start and end times, editing how the availability preference level varies with time, deleting them, and copying them
across days.
Once the user exits the “painting availability” mode, the
display in Figure 2.3 appears with three availability options
drawn as a set of translucent bars with shadows (p, q, and r).
The left option (p) is exactly what the user dragged out, ignoring the availability bar for that day. The calendar application
may also suggest alternative options (q and r). The middle
option (q) is created by removing any scheduled meetings
from (p). By offering this option, the user can quickly drag out
a region, knowing that scheduled meetings can be easily excluded. The rightmost option (r) further excludes times that
are unscheduled, but not available, such as lunch. The user can
edit the options and if necessary, choose one to complete the
response. If the user is responding to an email, the response

would be converted to natural language and copied to the clipboard for pasting into a reply email.
5

MAKING SCHEDULING DECISIONS

We extended the availability bar technique to help a meeting
organizer find an acceptable time and place for a group meeting with respect to all the constraints. An availability bar for
each invitee is displayed side-by-side allowing a quick visual
inspection to find promising times for the meeting to be
scheduled. Even if the constraints have already been converted
(when necessary) from natural language into a representation
suitable for both optimization and graphical display, the constraints will still lack certain information needed for an optimizing algorithm to find the best meeting time and place. In
particular, the constraint set may lack information about the
relative importance of each constraint, such as how important
a particular invitee’s attendance is.
In the following scenario Owen, the meeting organizer,
wants to schedule a lab meeting with nine other people sometime during the next three days. Figure 3 shows Owen’s dis-
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6

Option A

Option B

Laura
Jeff

Friday

play after all the invitee’s availability constraints have been
collected. To the right of each day appears two sets of availability bars: the availability of each invitee (a and b: green
hue) and the availability of conference rooms capable of holding ten people (c and d: blue hue). Note that people can have
different availability preference levels, hence the different
shades of green, whereas rooms are either available or unavailable: blue or white, respectively. 2
Displaying availability bars for all ten people might require
too much space, so the system displays availability bars for the
three most important people (a) and a histogram summarizing
the availability of the other seven people (b). The histogram
shows the distribution of availability levels and offers more
information than simply showing an availability bar with the
average value.
The user can directly manipulate how many availability bars
are visible. The user might even choose to see all availability
bars, eliminating the summary histogram. The design also
allows the user to see all the bars next to just one meeting. The
user can change the order of availability bars, where the ordering corresponds to each bar’s priority. The user could also
group availability bars into priority classes. For example, it
might be important that all invited faculty attend the meeting,
but less important that their students attend. So the faculty
would be in a group with higher priority than the student
group.
Figure 3 shows three possible times for a “Lab Meeting” (e,
f, and g). 3 Each meeting option appears in the foreground
layer with a drop shadow to designate that it is proposed or
tentative. A histogram at the bottom of each meeting (i) shows
the number of people in each preference level. For the “unavailable” level, the histogram uses a red bar (h) instead of a
white one to draw attention to the fact that some invitees cannot attend the meeting.
Highlighting one of the meetings will also highlight the
other options for that meeting, which can be useful when multiple meetings are under consideration. The arrows at the bottom of each meeting (j) allow the user to move the focus to the
chronologically previous or next option of the same meeting,
which might be useful to show the user if there are options
beyond the range of the current display.
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Figure 4. Paula’s calendar. (1, 2): Visualizations of two alternative
schedules for Paula side-by-side. (3): Laura and Jeff’s preferences.

(c1), who said that he would be available 12:30–3:30 and
4:30–6:30 when originally scheduling the meeting. At 4:00–
4:30 Paula meets with Amy (d), her boss, whose busy schedule makes rescheduling this meeting difficult. As with prior
examples, Laura and Jeff’s availability constraints are shown
on the right (see Figure 4.3).
Paula’s calendar scheduling agent searches for schedules
that satisfy the Laura’s request and Paula’s preferences. The
system visualizes the agent’s suggestions within the context of
Paula’s calendar to help her see how the proposal relates to
existing meetings, and thereby relieves her of the difficulty of
mapping natural language into calendar slots. The agent
chooses to offer Paula two alternate schedules, which are
shown side-by-side (see Figure 4.1–2). Meetings that the agent
is proposing to add or change have shadows. The first schedule, “Option A,” gives Laura the 1:30–2:30 slot (b1). The second schedule, “Option B,” gives Laura her preferred time (b2)
and bumps Jeff’s meeting to 4:30–5:30 (c2). In the figure,
Paula has selected “Option B” using radio button at the top.
Since the system shows Jeff’s availability preference, Paula
can easily see that she could move his meeting later just in
case the meeting with Amy runs long. Though, Jeff’s availability preferences may have changed since his meeting was
scheduled, so the agent might attempt to verify that they are
still accurate. If the availability preferences were not verified,
the system should display a warning to Paula (not shown).

PRESENTING ALTERNATE SCHEDULES

In the following scenario, a scheduling agent processes a
meeting request and decides that it might make sense to reschedule an existing meeting. We describe visualizations that
an agent might use to present alternate schedules.
In this scenario Laura asks Paula for a one-hour meeting at
2:00, though she mentions that she could meet any time from
12:00–4:30 if necessary. Paula already has three meetings
scheduled (a, c1, and d in Figure 4.1). At 9:00–11:30 Paula
meets with Jerry (a), an important client, whose meeting cannot be moved or cancelled. At 2:30–3:30 Paula meets with Jeff
2

These visualizations could easily support variable availability of
rooms, if the system had knowledge about which reservations
might be movable.

3

These times were chosen for their illustrative purposes; an agent
would probably propose better times for this lab meeting.

5

7

UNKNOWN MEETING TIMES AND DURATIONS

Current calendar tools do not provide support for visualizing
and manipulating meetings with unknown start, end, or duration values. For example, a user may want to tell an agent to
schedule a one-hour meeting on a given afternoon; the duration is known, but the start and end times are not. Similarly,
the user may want to schedule a set of one-hour meetings for
the afternoon, but does not care about their order.
A meeting with zero or more known values from among the
start, end, or duration variables falls into one of five types (see
Table 1). The three variables are related by a simple linear
equation, start + duration = end, so it is not possible to have
just two known values. Hence, a meeting can have 0, 1, or 3
known values. Type 0 (all values known) is the situation supported by current calendar tools. Type 1start corresponds to
meetings with a fixed start time and an unknown end time and
duration. Type 1end, symmetric to 1start, corresponds to meetings with a fixed end time and an unknown start time and duration. Type 1duration corresponds to meetings with a fixed duration but unknown start and end times, which is probably the
most common situation with unknown values. Type 3 corresponds to a meeting with no known values.
While current calendars only support marking meetings as
“tentative” or “pending,” our visualizations support representing unknown information at a finer granularity. The design
involves changing the left, top, or bottom border of a meeting
to represent unknown duration, start, or end times, respectively. Figure 5 shows three designs for visualizing an unknown duration, (a)–(c), and four designs for visualizing an
unknown start or end time, (i)–(iv). The twenty gray boxes in
Figure 6 show how meeting objects appear when the visualizations for unknown duration and start/end values are combined.
The top three rows show meetings of type 1start using duration
visualizations (a), (b), and (c), and the bottom row shows
meetings of the type 1duration, in which the fixed duration is
represented as usual by a left border with of a solid line. The
columns show each of the four start/end visualizations.
Informally, we think that certain designs work better than
others. We prefer design (b/i) due to its similarity and symmetry. Design (c/ii) has straight line segments that mesh well
together. For start/end design (iii) both designs (a/iii) and
(c/iii) have a nice visual appeal. However, duration design (a)
has a very subtle appearance that may be visually lost in calendars with many appointments. Though, the visual subtly
may be mitigated by the fact that unknown duration values
will always be accompanied with unknown start or end values.
We present the other options we have designed, in case others
might find them useful. Formal user testing should determine
which designs work best.
8

Type

Known Variables

Notes and Examples

0

start, end, duration

Standard meeting with fixed times.

1start

start

Meetings with a fixed start time that
will run until a certain task is
finished rather than until a specific
time.

1end

end

Meetings with a fixed end time, but
an unknown start time. Allows the
user to specify that a meeting must
end by a certain time without
specifying a start time.

1duration

duration

For specifying a fixed length
meeting without specifying exactly
when. “I’d like a one-hour meeting
with Tom.”

3

none

For specifying that the user wants a
meeting, but is not particular about
the time.

Table 1. The five types in which zero or more of a meetings time
variables (start, end, duration) can have unknown values.

Duration

Start/End
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(iv)

Figure 5. Various visualizations considered for representing unknown values for meeting times. (a–c): Three visualizations for an
unknown meeting duration. (i–iv): Four visualizations for unknown
meeting start or end times.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

1start
(a)

(b)

(c)

1duration

RELATED WORK

Related work falls into three categories: collaborative humanagent optimization, calendar visualizations, and artificial intelligent technology.
The human-guided simple search (HuGSS) framework explores how a human can guide an optimization algorithm by
suggesting paths that look the most promising [1, 18]. Our
system focuses on collecting, visualizing, and prioritizing
complex constraints, whereas with HuGGS the user is not
involved in defining the constraints. The constraints are well-

Figure 6. Various visualizations considered for representing meetings with unknown times. The top three rows show the appearance
of meeting with known start time, but unknown duration and end
times (type 1start) using a combination of duration visualizations
(rows) and start/end visualizations (columns) from Figure 5. Similarly, the bottom row shows the appearance of meetings with
known duration, but unknown start and end times (type 1duration).

6

c

defined before the search process starts. Additionally, our
visualization techniques should be useful even without an optimization algorithm.
Another system, VEIL, asks the user to choose among alternatives outcomes rather than explicitly describe their constraints [5]. The system’s incremental utility elicitation (IUE)
algorithm selects alternatives that should offer the most information. The IUE algorithm could be used to choose which
alternatives to present to the user.
The Visual Scheduler [2] and Time Lattice [11] shared calendars help a meeting organizer identify common free times
across multiple people’s calendars. Both systems only support
binary free-busy availability constraints, unlike our design’s
continuum of availability preference levels. Similar shortcomings occur in commercial shared calendar systems such as the
Microsoft Exchange Server.
Several researchers have described calendar scheduling systems that focused on technical variations in artificial intelligence and neglected human factors in calendaring tasks [4, 7,
10, 12].
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Figure 7. The “New Calendar Visualization Techniques” (a) uses a
“Data Adapter” (b) to communicate with calendar applications (c)
and an XML-based language to communication with CMRadar (d).

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

modifying the data model, in this case the collection of scheduled events.
We will therefore implement our visualizations and interaction techniques within a calendar user interface developed
from scratch that appears to the user to be another window of
the application (Figure 7a). Data adapters (Figure 7b) will
allow the new calendar user interface to read and modify the
calendaring data model of the legacy calendaring application
(Figure 7c). The adapters synchronize the data between the
legacy and research systems, allowing the user to fall back to
their legacy application when necessary. Users of different
legacy calendar applications can use our new visualization
techniques as long as a data adapter exists for their legacy
calendar application. The communication language between
new calendar user interface and the data adapter will be independent of the legacy calendar application, so we can more
easily support multiple applications (for example, Microsoft
Outlook and Palm Desktop calendars).
Our deployment will eventually be part of the full Radar
system deployment. Figure 7 shows how our components will
integrate within the Radar architecture. Our new calendar application (Figure 7a) will communicate with the Radar calendar scheduling agent, CMRadar [13] (Figure 7d) using an
XML-based language that we are developing.
CMRadar or any other agent may need to monitor activity in
other applications. For instance, CMRadar may monitor
(Figure 7e) the user’s email application (Figure 7f) looking for
emails related to calendar scheduling activities. If CMRadar
encounters such emails and needs to ask clarification questions, it can use our natural language clarification techniques
[6], an example of a user interface extension (Figure 7g).
CMRadar would be able to access a database (Figure 7h) of
room availabilities.

Deployment

Building and deploying a calendar tool with these visualization techniques for our own use and for others within our organization should lead to many insights about what works in
the real world since many members already perform complex
calendar scheduling tasks. We expect to learn much about how
these visualization techniques work in practice just as Bellotti
et al. learned much from the development of their TaskMaster
system for managing email [3]. Since users may be unwilling
to abandon their current tools for research ones, any plan to
deploy a calendar tool that uses our visualization techniques
must include “fallback” to allow users to smoothly transition
between our new calendar application and their existing calendar application.
9.2

Data
Adapter

Other
Legacy
Applications

Email
Application
(legacy)

a

We plan to build a calendar system that incorporates these
designs and deploy such as system within our environment.
Following standard HCI methodology, we will include user
testing and design iteration with the implementation.
9.1

f
Calendar
Application
(legacy)

Implementation Issues

In our experience, legacy applications provide reasonable programmatic interfaces to their data model, but do not allow
significant modification to the user interface components required to implement our visualization techniques. The calendar applications commonly found within our deployment environment, Microsoft Outlook and Palm Desktop, do not provide
adequate programming interfaces (APIs) for extending their
calendar views for our needs. Implementing the visualization
techniques requires the following functionality: (1) adding
components to the layout, such as the availability bars and
showing multiple schedule options per day; (2) extending the
rendering of existing components, such as the visual layers
and constraint representations for meeting objects; (3) adding
event handlers to the event loop; and (4) adjusting component
layout algorithms. However, Microsoft Outlook and Palm
Desktop do provide a programming interface for reading and

9.3

Other Domains

We also plan to apply these visualization techniques to other
complex constraint-based search domains such as travel planning and product purchasing.

7

10

CONCLUSIONS

We identified several ways in which current calendar scheduling tools poorly support the task of scheduling complex meetings. We showed how this task is an instance of the general
constraint-based search task. Better support for the calendar
scheduling task requires techniques to author and visualize
constraints. We showed how to embed the constraint authoring
and visualization within direct manipulation style calendar
application. This novel approach contrasts with traditional AI
techniques that use chat-like natural language interfaces for
eliciting constraints. Additionally, our visualization techniques
should be useful even without an optimization algorithm.
We are presently working on designs to support scheduling
recurring meetings. We will test all of our designs in lab studies to evaluate how well people can use them and to quantify
performance improvements for common tasks. Then, we plan
to build a calendar system incorporating our designs and deploy it within our organization to learn how the designs work
in the real world, gathering information not available in lab
usability studies. Finally, we also plan to apply our techniques
to other domains such as arranging travel and making purchasing decisions.
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